
Year 2 Spring Term 1 - 2021 

 

 

 

English teaching is split into three strands; 
sentence structure and spelling, text      
analysis and understanding of reading. 

 

 

Sentence: Word meanings —synonyms,   
dictionary work. Making compound words. 
Word class recognition in sentences, tenses 
and editing writing. Punctuation including 
question marks, exclamation marks and use 
of speech marks. 

Text: Comprehension skills, describing    
settings and characters, poetry and story 
writing. 

Comprehension: Roald Dahl stories, simple 
stories with orals and poetry from a variety 
of poets.  

 

 

 

Maths teaching will cover the following  

areas: 

 Understanding place value 

 Addition and subtraction vocabulary 

 Mental calculation strategies 

 Problem solving 

 Fractions 

 Length, weight and time (in 5 minute  

         intervals) 

 Handling data      

         

Continuous revision of 
times tables and number bonds. 

 

 
This half term we will be looking at ‘Forces and Movement.’                          

Over the coming weeks we will be able to:- 

 Describe forces using words like push, pull and stretch. 

 Understand that forces change direction, shape and movement. 

 Test different surfaces and make accurate predictions. 

Mathematics English 

Science 

Termly Curriculum Overview 

 

 

Year 2 homework is set every evening to enable the children to consolidate their learning.  

This half term homework will include: 

- Spelling sentences and activities          - Times table work using multiplication and division facts 

-  Consolidation of number bonds            -  Written methods of working out 

-  Mental Arithmetic                               -  Comprehension and text work 

Homework 



The door is always open or you could contact 
me using the class email address: 

year2@forestschool.co.uk 

 

 

 

Year 2 will be continuing to learn the ukulele and 
focusing on the chords of C, F, G, D and Am. 

 

The foundation subjects offer the children in Year 2 a wealth of opportunities to explore new ideas and 
beliefs.  

History: The Celts - We shall be learning about life in Celtic Britain and their different 
customs.         

R.E.: Christianity and Celebrations—The Stories that Jesus told  - Morals.         

P.S.H.E.:     Going for Goals.                                               

Art: Weaving and Natural Designs.  

Music 

Humanities and Arts 

 

 

Coding. 

 

 

Pupils will continue to practise previously 
learned language. 

They will add to their knowledge of vocabulary 
for body parts by singing Alouette and per-
forming the popular French song Jean Petit 
qui danse. 

 

 

 

P.E.– Dance and Yoga 

Games– Multi-skills 

Computing 

French 

Physical Education 

 

Key dates are listed below: 

 

12th February: End of half term 

Key Dates 


